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Simmons Machine Tool Corporation was founded in 1910 in Albany, New York, the capital of New York State. 
Simmons is a proud member of the Niles-Simmons Hegenscheidt Group, widely known as the NSH Group. The 
capital region is referred to as “Tech Valley” since the Hudson Valley north of New York City up to Albany contains
a wide range of technology businesses. These businesses manufacture wind turbines, cannons, precision miniature
bearings, microchips, nanotechnology components, precision optics and a wide range of other sophisticated 
engineered products. In the early 20th century Simmons already was instrumental in enabling manufacturing 
within the “tech valley” by supplying key machine tools to local and regional industry. Shortly after the attack on
Pearl Habor, December 7th, 1941, Simmons pioneered the concept of “rebuilding” and “reengineering” machine
tools, critical to rapidly restoring America’s decimated Pacific Fleet. 

After World War II until the 1980s Simmons continued to build machine tools for important industries such as power
generation, ship building, weapons manufacturing and railway. In 1984, the company’s current Chairman and
owner, Professor Hans J. Naumann, decided to invest in Simmons and began to focus Simmons on the railway 
industry. Professor Naumann made an important acquisition of the Stanray Underfloor Wheel Truing Machine 
product line from ABEX Corporation.  Then in 1986, Naumann engineered the acquisition of the Farrel railroad
product line further broadening Simmons’ product line. Now the company could offer complete turnkey production
lines around the world, and it did. 

While engaging in new projects throughout North America, Simmons was introducing its technology and develo-
ping relationships in China, Russia and India as well as key markets in South America, Southeast Asia, Australia
and Africa. In 1991, as the company landed its first major turnkey production line contract in Qiqihar, China, the
company also established its first direct foreign sales and service office in Beijing, China. This was soon followed
by direct offices in Nizhni Novgorod, Russia, Guadalajara, Mexico as well as a host of other sales and service 
offices via its sister companies.
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SIMMONS Today
In 1992, Simmons expanded into Europe by Profes-
sor Naumann establishing in Chemnitz, Germany the
company Niles-Simmons Industrieanlagen GmbH.
This allowed Simmons to access European machine
tool and railway technology. Niles already had a
high precision CNC Turning Center product line and
extensive engineering expertise that would become
instrumental to the NSH Group’s product develop-
ment success.

In 2000, Hegenscheidt-MFD was acquired and the
Niles-Simmons Hegenscheidt or NSH Group was 
officially founded. Hegenscheidt had been a formi-
dable competitor to Niles-Simmons and Simmons.
This acquisition added to the group ‘state-of-the-art’
underfloor wheel lathe profiling technology as well as
laser measurement of wheel sets in service. 

In 2006, NSH Group established NSH-China 
Technology Industries Co. Ltd., otherwise known as
NSH-CTI, in order to better serve the NSH Group’s
growing customer base in China. Currently, NSH-CTI
manufactures Hegenscheidt’s U2000-400 underfloor
wheel lathe widely utilized by railways throughout
China and critical to successful operation of China’s
extensive high speed railway network. 

On the ’eve’ of Simmons‘ 100th anniversary it is 
with pride and responsibility supported by technical
excellence that we celebrate Keeping the World on
Track for 100 Years.

Keeping the World on Track
for over 100 Years

SIMMONS: Keeping the World on Track for 100 YearsSIMMONS
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NSH Group Manufacturing 
sites are in Germany and in 

the USA. Sales and Service 
offices represent the NSH Group 

in Australia, China, Mexico,  
India, Russia and South Africa.

NSH worldwide

NSH worldwide
Being a ‘world class’ manufacturer means being present
world-wide. The NSH Group accomplishes this by having 
significant, world class manufacturing facilities in Germany
(Chemnitz and Erkelenz), USA (Albany, NY and Sterling
Heights, MI) and China. Customers are supported by techni-
cal sales and service offices in Germany, USA, China, Russia,
India, South Africa, Australia, and Mexico. 

The company has focused its factories on key product lines.
Hegenscheidt and Simmons primarily produce machine 
tools for railway wheel set production and maintenance while
Niles-Simmons is engaged in not only railway but automotive,
aerospace, marine as well as other industrial sectors. Combi-
ning the expertise of all companies creates synergy allowing
the NSH Group to offer the best technology available to its 
customers. Simmons’ focus is on utilizing this technological 
excellence to enhance the quality and efficiency of producing
and maintaining railway wheel sets.

Products:

CNC Lathes
CNC Turning-Milling-Drilling-
        Centers
CNC Milling Centers

NILES-SIMMONS
Industrieanlagen GmbH

Chemnitz, Germany

Manufacturing lines for the
manufacturing and repair
of wheelsets

Products:

SIMMONS MACHINE
TOOL CORPORATION

Albany, N.Y., USA

HEGENSCHEIDT CORP.

Products:

HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD
GmbH & Co. KG

Erkelenz, BRD

Sterling Heights
Michigan, USA

C H E M N I T Z

Machine tools for the
automotive and railway
industry 

Machine tools for the
railway industry

Products:

NSH – CTI MACHINE 
TOOL (JIANGXI) CO., LTD

Nanchang, China

NSH
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Turnkey Projects
Turnkey Projects are complete production lines for railway wheel sets;
configured either for new wheel set production and/or maintenance
work on wheel sets. These turnkey projects have been the engine 
for growth at Simmons and the NSH Group. We consider the NSH
Advantage to be complete responsibility for producing wheel sets
with the highest quality and production rate with the ultimate in safety. 

The NSH Advantage is achieved by building our own key equip-
ment including metrology machines. Wheels are bored to dimensi-
ons based on an accurately measured axle wheelseat diameter plus
an interference fit. Complete “closed-loop” control is even available
to adjust cutting parameters automatically based on monitoring of
the wheel press process.  The NSH Advantage is a Lean process 
that reduces non-valued added steps through practical application
of computerized, automated technology and by assuming responsi-
bility for the “end-product”; the railway wheel set. 

Simmons is often requested by our customers to propose various
layouts for reconfiguring existing shops as well as for construction

of new facilities. Initial layouts are often performed free of charge.
Simmons is even engaged by our customers on a ‘fee paid’ basis 
for more complex, detailed layouts.
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Measurement and Inspection
In the last 5 years, the NSH Group and Simmons has expanded its product
line into Metrology; the science of measurement. These products can be 
divided into two areas. First, the ARGUS® system measures railway wheels
on in-service, moving vehicles in order to predict wheel wear. This data is
used to determine the optimal time for maintenance and possible wheel
truing. Key data such as vehicle identification, wheel profile, wheel round-
ness, wheel diameters and even crack detection is acquired and processed.  

Simmons offers additional metrology products for measuring wheels, 
axles and wheel sets in the wheelshop environment. The AXM-200/300 
utilizes lasers to measure axle diameters and lengths. The AXM-300 adds
an additional feature for measuring ‘qualitative’ features such as ‘nicks’,
‘scratches’ and ‘gouges’. Height, width and depth are all measured. 

The WSM-400 measures wheel set dimensions and is often utilized to sort
incoming ‘used’ wheel sets for demounting or reprofiling as well as quali-
fying newly assembled wheel sets. 

The LazerView from Beena Vision Systems is a handheld wheel profile
gauge fully integrated by Simmons with our underfloor wheel profiling 
machines.

Metrology -
Science of Measurement

SIMMONS Metrology

AXM-200/300 LazerView WSM-400

ARGUS® System
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Underfloor Technology

Underfloor 
Profiling Technology
Together with our sister company Hegenscheidt-MFD,
Simmons offers underfloor profiling technology with 
flexible solutions for a wide diversity of applications such
as High Speed Rail Vehicles, Heavy Haul Locomotives,
and Light Rail Vehicles. Simmons’ ability to offer under-
floor solutions based on lathe technology or milling 
technology gives the customer a choice based on what’s
best for the particular railcar fleet. 

The Hegenscheidt U2000-400 is available in both single
and tandem versions. The U2000-400 utilizes fully auto-
matic positioning, machining and measuring processes.
The U2000-400D is a tandem machine capable of ma-
chining two wheel set pairs simultaneously. The turning
technology combined with CNC control and related set-
up automation makes it easy to change from one wheel
profile to the next if required. The U2000-400 product
line can be further automated and interfaced with the 
Argus ® Wheel Set Diagnostic System which downloads
key wheel measurement data directly to the U2000-400
control system removing any chance for ‘operator error’. 

The Simmons-Stanray TN-84C offers another concept in
high performance, heavy duty underfloor wheel profiling
utilizing full profile milling technology. The Stanray is a
CNC machine that offers ‘ease of use’ and automatic 
machining cycles.  Profile wear data are measured by 
an electronic wheel profile gage which downloads the
measurement data automatically into the Stanray’s CNC
control.  The machine is utilized by heavy haul railways
for locomotive maintenance as well as by heavy rail 
transit operators such as New York City Transit Authority
and other railways throughout the world.

SIMMONS Underfloor Technology
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Wheelshop Equipment
Simmons has the broadest product line of machine tools
for railway wheel shops. The company’s wheel lathe pro-
duct line consists of the Hegenscheidt HP 165 Portal
Wheel Lathe and the Simmons-Farrel PWL-400. Both
machines can safely machine 40+ wheel sets in an 8 hour
shift depending on wheel wear and diameter conditions.
Both machines are equipped with integral measuring
systems for determining worn wheel profile and can 
be interfaced with the Simmons WSM-400 wheel set
measuring system. Also available is Hegenscheidt’s 
PN 190 friction roller drive portal type wheel lathe. 
This machine eliminates the effect of stress risers caused
by conventional chucks.

Wheelshop Equipment

SIMMONS Wheelshop EquipmentSIMMONS Wheelshop Equipment
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Simmons DCP-600 Combination Wheel Mount/Demount Press

Hegenscheidt HP 165 Portal Wheel Lathe

Simmons SWL-05 Above Floor Wheel Lathe
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What’s new?
The WMC-200/400 is the world’s most accurate finish wheel boring machine. The
machine utilizes no hydraulics in order to optimize thermal stability and reduce main-
tenance in production environments. The machine is designed for maximum stiffness
and utilizes solid box type ways for vertical motion and heavy duty anti-friction 
slideways for the optional horizontal ram. The table is capable of 300 RPM and is
designed to take advantage of the latest cutting insert technology in order to maxi-
mize production. Simmons’ automatic electronic boring bar utilizes horizontally 
opposed tooling for roughing and finishing permitting the most accurate, concentric
finish bores possible. 

The table chucking system is a reliable mechanical system that generates more 
clamping force than the prior 5 jaw system. The table parallels, large center hole in
the table and other ancillary systems allow smooth chip flow from the machining area
down to the integral chip conveyor. 

The machine is designed to interface with a host of different handling systems 
from fully automatic robots to manual hoists. The machine utilizes a state of the art
Siemens motion control system with touch screen operator interface for optimal 
user friendliness.

SIMMONS Wheelshop Equipment
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Axle Roughing and Finishing
Together with the NSH Group, Simmons offers the most comprehensive solution for railway axle production and
maintenance. From fully automated ‘turnkey’ lines to stand-alone machines Simmons has a solution. 

The NILES N 40 Turning Centers are universal machines for machining railway axles. The single or twin slide
versions of these lathes cover a wide range of complete machining applications, i.e. roughing and finishing of
Railway axles. The capabilities of the machine include turning, drilling and threading of the axle ends.

SIMMONS’ ATL-400 CNC Axle Turning and Burnishing Lathes are designed for high production finish 
turning and burnishing operations of wheelseats as well as bearing journals and fillets. The machine can also

be equipped to do a wide variety of operations on locomotive axles and even moun-
ted wheel sets.  The ATL-400 is designed to interface with a wide variety of auto-
mation solutions as well.

The Simmons AGM-200 CNC Axle Grinding Machine has the capability to grind all
key diameters of railway axles. The machine is especially designed to provide ma-
ximum performance and flexibility for precision grinding of bearing and dust guard
diameters of locomotive and freight car axles.

Axle Roughing and Finishing

SIMMONS Axle Roughing and Finishing
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Simmons ATL-400 Axle Turning & Burnishing LatheNiles-Simmons N40 LTSimmons AGM-200 Axle Grinding Machine

Niles-Simmons N40 LT Axle Roughing Lathe



1700 North Broadway  •  Albany NY 12204
Tel: +1 518 462 5431  •  Fax: +1 518 462 0371
Sales: sales@smtgroup.com
Customer Support: service@smtgroup.com

SIMMONS Parts & Service
GENUINE FARREL/NILES & SIMMONS/NILES REPLACEMENT PARTS
COMPLETE REBUILDING SERVICE
Only Simmons can supply you with genuine FARREL/NILES and SIMMONS/NILES replace ment
parts. Our complete records date back more than 100 years and include detailed specifications
of every FARREL/NILES and SIMMONS/NILES machine ever built. Parts not listed in-stock are
manufactured by Simmons from the original  FARREL/NILES drawings and specifications. 
Simmons specializes in heavy machines and the rebuilding, retrofitting and modernization of
heavy equipment to better than original specifications. Our staff of engineers will recommend
parts, materials or up-grading for any FARREL/NILES machines.

For more information: www.smtgroup.com

SIMMONS Parts & Service
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